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Digital Collage ‐

Painting with World





Digital Collage

Blue Moon
Earth photo thanks to NASA, earthrise on the
moon photographed on the Apollo 8 mission. The
picture of the moon, and the landscape and sky
source photos, were taken by Geoff Watling.

The landscape had been full daylight.



Digital Collage

Digital collage: it is not just combining images. A
phrase recurs to me: painting with world. The work
of digital collage is, for me, a process of painting
with impressions, reflections, textures, and digital
memories of the world.

Photographs of wood sculpture, such as Tree
Hugger, page 25, are frustrating. The thingness of
the sculpture—the changing experience with light
and angle, the tactile quality, the realness—are no
part of the picture. The photograph is not the
carving, it is a picture.

Sometimes I very much like the picture, but also,
sometimes I want to escape with it into a wider
medium. Sometimes, digital collage.

Carving wood—the process is tactile and real. (The
word “real” is fish-slippery.) Wood as a medium is
uniquely expressive of complex and living stuff, but
the concept always extends way the hell beyond the
wood.

Digital Shadows





Digital Collage

Centaur Run

The woodcarving is Horsey Face..
see page 30.

Tree Hugger

The carving is on page 25.





Digital Collage

Orcas series

See the real‐world wood, Sound in Water, page 34





Digital Collage

Computer graphics can be damn creepy
to work with. Back at the time of the

BP oil spill disaster in the Gulf of Mexico,
I was using Blender 3-D software to
create the transparent water layer I
used in the Orcas series.

My should-be-transparent water was
black as oil. (Turned out to be a how-the-
hell-did-this-get-here black material on
the water object.) Then, after I fixed
that, I had a bad glare on the water. I
fixed that by, uh.. turning down the sun.

And, I have learned to be very careful in
moving from computer graphics to real
world wood. If one splits off a chunk, one
can't just use an undo function...



Digital Collage

Butterflies on Horseshit

The real object—the wood, not the shit—is pictured on page 31.



Digital Collage

Mouse Around

I found this from Consider Mouse, page 44.

Mice do not have distinct borders, are fuzzy little things,
so I blurred the creature's border. And, whiskers... The
digital collage reaches for a presence in world, since the
dear damned little things are so present in the world.



Digital Collage

Weaving

The carving they swam out of is Trout
Loom, page 35.





Digital Collage

Wild

Wild contains selections from pictures of the carving Floating
Horses, page 37.

Looking to abstract a woodgrain graphic for Probably Not, p.
135, I examined, among other stuff, the working file used in
developing this. While exploring the layers, with the layer
derived from a NASA picture of the catseye nebula still visible,
I removed the one with the horse, and saw ... see p. 135



Animation



Paddleball Head, from a one‐minute animation I made.

Hand carved in wood which does not exist.. entirely digital,
actually, Blender 3-D and Gimp software

Animation





Sculpture in Wood



Sculpture in Wood

Artifact
birch, acrylic, mirror

Who are you calling a yellowbellied sapsucker?



Sculpture in Wood

It is possible for a modern person to feel a deep
connection to nature. Below that, one is likely to feel a

gulf, a sense that the connection is just pretend. And of
course, below that the connection is absolute, we are part
of it. I don't know how sad a story this is. It is too soon to
be sure.

Tree Hugger
birch

This evolved the digital collage Tree Hugger, page 8.





Abstraction in wood is something else.

I proceed within a collaboration of the wood and the idea.
Whether each blademark should be retained, I approach as
an artist's decision. Where I sand and smooth, I am trying
to reveal the wood, within the shape of the idea.

I choose to carve sculpture in wood because its substance
contains the processes of nature and the wild complexity of
the natural world. Right now, we are looking at nature and
ourselves with new ideas . We are also looking at the natural
environment with a new intensity born of concern that we
are in danger of losing much of it. This makes wood, as a
medium for art, a damn interesting thing at this time in
history.

Wood is a fertile and expressive medium, in the active
process of working. It carries my feeling: whatever we may
perceive, there is always more. My work is a tight
combination of willful representation and woodcarverly
abstraction—I like the synergy.

The craft of woodcarving is a fertile ground for sculpture.

In the 20th century, we had the passionate-splashative
expressions of human, and the cubey-blobby stuff that
mutters about the manufactured world that has been called
modern, hmm stop it.. 20th century abstraction does sing of
the 20th century, and I admit that it still has something to
sing about. Wood, even sculpted into 20th century shapes,
still contains the deep strange.



Sculpture in Wood

Ent Seed
birch burlwood

Thanks to the fantasy writer Tolkien
for coining the word "ent" (a walking
sentient tree). This is not an illustra-
tion; rather, I was playing with the fact
that wood, tree shapes, are humanly
evocative.

Note that the setting of the
photograph is digitally played.





Sculpture in Wood

Horsey Face, next, inspired the digital
collage, Centaur Run, page 9.



Sculpture in Wood
Horsey Face

pine burl, gold leaf



Sculpture in Wood

Butterflies on Horseshit
birch, acrylic, gold leaf

From this carved wood, I developed the digital collage
Butterflies on Horseshit, page 14.

This was inspired, of course, by the
sight of a congregation of butterflies

on a big pile of horseshit.



Sculpture in Wood

Counting only our solar system's
speed of revolution in the galaxy,

leaving out all the rest, the time when
I first learned about pterosaurs
happened on the order of 270 billion
miles from here. I joined the piece
using curved slabs from the J-bases
of slope-grown birch.
The creature—an idea, not an
illustration of a particular spe-
cies—has elements of the well-known
pteranodon, as well as other, smaller
pterosaurs.



Sculpture in Wood

Pterosaur
birch



Sculpture in Wood

Sound in Water
birch, acrylic

See the Orcas digital collage
series, pages 11, 12.



Trout Loom
red oak, acrylic,

pencil crayon

See Weaving,
page 17.



Sculpture in Wood

Floating Horses
birch

Sculptural relief carving — it
paradoxically enters the observer's

space and creates its own space. The
process of representing in limited 3-D
creates distortions. I want these to be
valid as abstraction, as well as creating
the illusion of the figure being
represented.





Sculpture in Wood

Floating horses inspired Horsey Face,
the centaur mask, page 30, and also

the digital collage Wild, page 18. Horses
are rather alien to me; I did not grow up
drawing horses.



Sculpture in Wood

Moose at the Garden Fence
butternut



Sculpture in Wood

The carving is 4' x 4'. The picture of the carving
is a little thing, more suited to mice than moose.
The animals are a moose with her two calves, at
the boundary between wild and cultivated land, at
a garden fence. I chose to make the fence not-
quite-a-fence, barely recognizable, unnaturally
rectangular in its lack of perspective or realistic
detail. This because, what is a fence to a Moose?
An odd thing, different from naturally occurring
forms. She can step over it easily, but her calves
can not. A small amount of detail in the landscape
is influenced by the carved acanthus leaf, the
stylized vegetation that is typical of traditional
European carving. Although I understand that the
acanthus styles are based on an actual plant, the
traditional acanthus impresses me as being a
loving abstraction of vegetation, of the form and
growth of plants. In this context, the detail
inspired by acanthus is pretty, but feels out of
place. I was playing with the idea of garden on the
border of wild land.



Sculpture in Wood

The bear was the first figure I
carved in wood. It did not feel

right, the bear standing on my
desktop, so I carved environment
for her, inlaid a soapstone salmon in
the wooden water.

Bear
birch, soapstone inlay



Sculpture in Wood

Dolphin and Wave
birch, basswood and acrylic



Sculpture in Wood

In this early piece, I made the
dolphin's water from easy-to-

carve basswood, which turned out
to be too bland for my taste. So, a
painting in 3-d shape, a continuing
interest in painting on wood.



Sculpture in Wood



Sculpture in Wood

Consider Mouse
steamed pear wood, gold leaf

See the digital collage, Mouse Around, page 15.

I suppose that the expression "quiet as a
mouse" was originally meant to be funny.
Gram for gram, mice must be the loudest
mammals on the planet.



Sculpture in Wood

Cat Woman in the Hops Vine
birch, acrylic, pencil crayon

Untitled
Some kind of wood





My Cousin's Left Foot
A round of birch, and stuff







Sculpture in Wood

The hand, is a bonobo chimpanzee's foot (with a bit
of the human.) The slanting cut shows natural

staining in the wood. The linked pieces were carved
together from the round of birch. There is a mirror in
the wood. The cabinet hinge indicates an opening which
does not exist... it is there to make you monkey with it.



Sculpture in Wood

Passage
birch, cottonwood knot, mirror



Sculpture in Wood

Reflections on our descent from a wormish critter
that swam or crawled on the order of 550,000,000

years ago. We are still the same basic structure. A
tube: stuff goes in one end and comes out the other.

I made the handprint by pressing my palm in the still-
molten wood.



Coho
birch

Steelhead
birch



Sculpture in Wood

Probably Just a Coyote
birch heartwood, felt pen, pencil crayon





Sculpture in Wood
DNA

birch and mirror

Schrödinger's thought-
experimental cat stalks the

double helix



Sculpture in Wood

Steller's Jays
pacific yew wood, acrylic stain, mirror

Mirrors turn up in quite a few of
these carvings. For one thing the

reflection brings another space into
the sculpture.
Sometimes one might think that there
is a hole in the wall behind the piece.
Sometimes someone tries to look
through the hole, until one sees
oneself...



Sculpture in Wood



Sculpture in Wood

Dragon Flies
pacific yew, mirror



Sculpture in Wood

Mountain. Lion.
red oak

Where I live, it is not yet impossible that there
might be a cougar around. Perception of

darkness, in this piece, and edges where space folds
into forest.

Sometimes some one may see a photographic illusion in
this picture, convex becoming concave, the object
becoming the hole... I am not sure I dislike this.



Sculpture in Wood

Deer Flight
red oak

In her characteristic stiff-legged
bound—called stotting— the mule deer

appears to escape briefly from gravity, to
be suspended in the air... A dancer's trick,
maybe, I think.



Sculpture in Wood

Oak Splash
red oak, soapstone

Left hind foot of a young grizzly bear, as seen by a
puddle, as seen by the damned hard wood, red oak.



Wolf Weather
birch

Here, the abstracted environment is a much bigger field
than the small figures. I wrote, when I was carving

this.. in a dream I walked up a hill, into a basin that was and
wasn't a caldera. Below the surface, the land was molten,
and very cold.





Sculpture in Wood

Selection from Deermice
boxwood

How many points of mousemind in a field...



Sculpture in Wood

Improbable Snakes

birch burl



Sculpture in Wood

Prehistoric Birds

willow

The bird who discovered the sky may have had the
primordial fire in the belly, the rudiments of

warm-blooded metabolism shared by modern birds and
mammals. The fossil, the life, the wonder and the
time.





Sculpture in Wood

Trilobite Fossil in Birch



Sculpture in Wood

This small traveropyge trilobite lived on the order
of 300,000,000 years before our species evolved.

Separated by greattime, I presumed to put my
footprint in the lower stratum of wood. The strata in
this piece evolved from a deep chainsaw cut, a trick to
prevent splitting as the block of wood dries.
You might notice that evolution—and creatures that
were and now are not—is a theme in my work. For one
thing, we live in a time when so much may be lost.
A fascination .. distance in time, which is also a
distance in space.1 Evolution is many falls of chance, or
decision if you want to call it that, each one building on
the ones before. Working an art is a similar process, in
that respect. And, in part my interest in evolution
derives from the way I work. A carving evolves under
my hand, in a collaboration between the idea and the
wood. The wood is. An idea comes, and the chance of
which tool lies under my hand at the moment when the
idea comes alters the course of the stream.
Now—nothing woo woo, just a science fictional
notion—I imagine 20 of me in 20 worlds, all of me
working the same theme in the same wood. Accidents
of idea and process would yield 20 very different
carvings.

1. See page 32.



Sculpture in Wood

Bats
birch and air





This was inspired by the experience of watching a flock
of swallows wheeling in unison, with the sound of a
gigantic gong as wings strike air together.

Swallow Gong
almond wood
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Sculpture in Wood

The coyote does catch the hare,
and the hare does escape. I

unified the piece by hand joinery
from curved rough birch planks that
had been milled to make sleigh
runners.

Towards the end of working on this,
the piece abruptly got my attention.
I backed off as if I had violated its
personal space, as I was possessed
of the idea: THE coyote, the North
American coyote, THE hare, the
European hare, chasing over the
bones of a continent.

I did not presume to carve these
mythic creatures, but they sure as
hell got to me.



Sculpture in Wood

Strong Dreamer
walnut, alabaster



Sculpture in Wood

Turbulence with Otter
walnut

Nobel Laureate Ilya Prigogine referred to
developments in the science, mathematics, and

philosophy of turbulence and complexity as a re-
enchantment of nature. This carving also has to do
with otters, walnut wood—which is very hard but
not brittle—and a dream which I have completely
forgotten.



Sculpture in Wood

Loons in Abstract Water
red oak, acrylic stain

When I am swimming with them, loons
impress me as black-and-white red-

eyed dinosaurs. This piece is as much about
the depths as about the surface of water.
When is swimming with a loon that dives, one
may well wonder what lies below one's toes.



Sculpture in Wood

Marsh Hawk
unknown burl wood, mirror, acrylic stain

I wish I knew what kind of burl wood. This piece and
Passenger Pigeon use two large slabs of a huge burl,
given to me by somebody who had been given them...



Sculpture in Wood

Passenger Pigeon
unknown burl wood, birch, mirror,

acrylic stain

The pigeon is carved in birch wood that
is naturally rippled from growing under
pressure.

They were known as one of the most
abundant species in the world. The
last one died in captivity in 1914.



Sculpture in Wood

Picasso's face, a picture, was a start, here.

The environment might not be part of a wave-cross-
section of the 20th century.
In Picasso's painting Guernica, the bull looks as
agonized as everything else, at the horror of war. But,
in some sketches for the painting, the bull, or
sometimes the minotaur, was, to my eyes, so calm...

Minotaur
birch, red cedar, spruce





Couple of Wolves
butternut wood

I imagine a stuck couple of wolves—the tie does not
last as long as it does with dogs, but there is that
moment. They are no longer nearly as taken with what
they are doing as they were a bit earlier, unable to
leave without discussing the matter, intensely alert to
every sound.



Sculpture in Wood

Mouseground
butternut



Sculpture in Wood

Puzzle Box
butternut

The mosquito is carved at three-quarter size, I have
claimed.

What is at the top and bottom of the food chain? How
can one carve abstract air? What is there because
something isn't? Why did I call this Puzzle Box?



Food Chain
birch, willow

The fox's space is birch, the mouse's space
is willow.

The fox's prey might be in the mirror... look and
see..



Sculpture in Wood

Frog Flow
birch, mirror

The tiny Northern Wood Frog is represented here in
heroic scale. Forever ago, a very young human spent a

summer toddling after the springy and abundant frogs.
When fall brought morning fog, he stood in the doorway
clinging to parental legs, looking out at the swirling mist..
Fog, he repeated, fog. Fog, jump jump jump...



System With Frog
butternut



Sculpture in Wood

Hominidium
birch burl

As much as this carving suggests one of
our ancestors, it is actually a chimera, a

combination of human and chimp. It does not
represent any particular ancient hominid.





Sculpture in Wood

Mother Nature
birch burl

Surprises.........





Seed Blowing in the Wind
birch burl



Sculpture in Wood
Scientist Looking at the

Moon
birch burl, gold leaf



Sculpture in Wood

Screaming Black
birch, acrylic stain, mirror

Ravens are said to be uncommonly clever. Tricky, the
way they do it with their small bird-heads. The

abstract environment un-normally crowds the figure. I
was thinking of a being punching its existence into the
world.





Sculpture in Wood

Sudden Animal
birch

An abrupt spark of
consciousness, focused in

the brain of a small predator. I
knew that the figure was
nearing completion when I felt
that it might—as frostbite
bites—bite my nose.
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Ghost in the Library

Dayton Ohio, where I was a child, had a marvelous old stone
castle of a library—which they have torn down. My joy,
when I was not up a tree, was to sneak around in the stacks
where I was not supposed to be. I thought they didn't see
me. Now, I like to imagine that the librarians did notice,
smiled and “See that little kid sneaking up there. She is not
playing hide-and-seek or smoking cigarettes. The kid is
going into the grownup section to READ BOOKS!”



Sculpture in Wood

The carving: It is not that the ball can't get out, it is how
it got in, carved from the block that contains it. I saw that
trick in the middle of a previous century, in a magazine at
school that I was not supposed to read—Boys Life.
A footprint, somewhat bonobo. There is a spaceship in there
somewhere. The applied piece, formed from pressure wood
at the base of a leaning birch, is ocean, vast and strange,
and infested with mer-tomboys.



Ideas and Stuff



Ideas and Stuff

Ideas as art.... trying to decide,
is that a stupid thing to say, or
the simple truth ..



Language?

This stuff is written in
colloquial/idiosyncratic English.

I use standard (the English you
would probably use for most business or academic purposes,
often presumptuously called "correct") where it suits me. I
sometimes deliberately choose to use evolving forms; for
instance I like the singular generic "they", and if some person
does not like it they can sit and stew.
Idiosyncratic: this means I am messing around as I please..
see "thunk", p. 113.

Standard is only one form of English among many. Those who
have joined the grammar police are often simply wrong, when
they attempt to correct others according to rules of standard
English, when the vernacular being written or spoken is not



Ideas and Stuff

standard.
Of course errors exist, and I do try to avoid them: The "its it's"
thing for instance. If I slip its an error, if it's not just me
jerking somebody's chain.

I have speculated, what would I do if I were teaching English
to students who spoke a form other than standard? Perhaps,
teach standard and also encourage creative writing in the
language they speak; there is a difference, but neither is in
any absolute sense wrong. The notion that standard is in some
absolute sense right is unkind, bigoted, and not logical.



?gender

Since my childhood, gender bullshit has been transparently
false to me. One piece they dropped on me, in a previous
century when I was a little girl, was the idea that creative
imagination (as opposed to ha‐ha‐being‐silly imagination) is a
characteristic of men and boys, and that it scarcely belongs to
women and girls. I was a storm of creative imagination and I
couldn't help noticing that I was. So, it was easy for me to
dismiss it as being somebody else's idea, and a poor one at
that.
I liked science, outer space, and climbing trees. They asked
me, again and again they asked me, "Do you wish you were a
boy?" NO, I said, NO and NO.
Suppose I were to surrender to custom and to define parts of
myself as male. Then, I would have distanced myself from my
body, from my experience of my body, from my right to be the
whole person I am. NO.



Ideas and Stuff

I do not necessarily prefer the position that has been defined
as male. For instance, competition has never appealed to
me, the lock horns or wave sticks, football, baseball, pissing
contests... I love discussion, where we explore together. I
have often been disappointed to realize that the other person
is debating, which is a competition played to win. This does
not mean that I have the slightest inclination to submit. My
very disinclination to submit tells that, in compassion, I don't
want to make you submit.
Two little boxes, and neither is big enough, neither fits. Wear
what I wear, do what I do, I am a woman doing it. My gender
is my relation to my body, not an assigned role.
If I comfort a child, that honourable action does not limit me.
If I were a man, I would not need to have a woman inside me
to do it. If I were so fortunate as to be fierce and inventive
and bold, I choose to be a fierce and inventive and bold
woman, and to let my power sing through my whole self, body
and spirit together. If I swing a hammer, the strength of my
arm is a woman's strength.



Creation Myth

In the beginning, something came into existence
because there was nothing to stop it.

This happened many times, perhaps some infinite
number of times. Most of the somethings, of course,
did not amount to much.

Eventually, something happened that had the ability to
develop, to evolve. Somethings that one could call
conscious evolved. Quite possibly, that is where we
come in...

However, just suppose that the previous scenario
happened billions, trillions, some infinite number of
times. Suppose that over however much time, however
many universes, some extremely advanced
consciousness—or consciousnesses—or something like
that— evolved, and developed the ability to initiate
new universes, or enter new universes that bud off
spontaneously, or whatever the hell happens.

Suppose that ?god or ?gods evolved, perhaps through
many rounds of existence. (I am not assuming that
such beings would be in any way what people imagine
gods to be, or that people would agree that they ARE



deities.) If something like this kept happening, some
universes might contain some sort of ?god or ?gods.
Our universe might possibly even be one of them.

I wouldn't worry about it.



Ideas and Stuff

These graphics begin as photographed
woodgrain. I play.



Snow, the Made Up True Story

Snow White.. the courage of the young woman, whose
upbringing was so cruelly restricted, to strike out on

her own and alone when she found out...

The dwarves took her in because—never having seen an
upper-class woman before—they thought she was one of
them. The rickets, caused by extreme vitamin D deficiency,
she had in common with the dwarves, whose limbs were
stunted and bowed because as young children they had been
forced to work all day every day in the mines. The cruel
restrictions that confined Snow to curtained chambers
were imposed by her father the king who was competitive
with the other nobility for who had the palest daughter.

About the Handsome Prince, some of it is true, The wake-
from-sleep-kiss thing was, of course, an old custom, a
formality that had been promoted in a previous century by
a pompous advisor to the king, who liked to think that a girl
was not really awake until she had a lover. But, Snow really
did marry H.P. and they really did love each other.

The story has a sad ending. Just before her 16th birthday,
the poor girl died in her first childbirth, her pelvis
abnormally contracted by the rickets.



Ideas and Stuff

People think collectively. I thunk this a while back. Oddly,
now I am beginning to hear people talking about it.

In my childhood, absolutely alone and on my own, and
without a word for it, I came, in my own mind, to what is now
called feminism. Around the mid 1960s, when I began to hear
women speaking as feminists, I sighed: right, but it is not
possible, they don't realize that people will never go for this. I
was sure of that, because of the absolute negation I had
encountered as a kid. Fortunately I was wrong.

From the tree I am squatting in, the way the human minds
change—it looks like a collective process... Or, does it only
seem that way, do most people think independently and hide
it unless others agree? I do suspect that there is more inward
dissent and individual thought than there seems to be. Of
course, some of us do, of our own initiative, think stuff, and



as we communicate we inspire each other to think stuff.
However, the wider process looks different, from here.

To what extent do people think collectively? Can people, as a
group, become smarter by knowing they think collectively,
and—aware of it—do it better?

Hey, are there any normal people reading this? (Assuming, of
course, that even those who are normal are not normal.) This
is a challenge or suggestion or appeal to normal people:
please observe, in the process of thinking collectively, what
part of the process is intelligent and kind. How is it that
society can learn to emphasize that part?

Of course people don't all think together. I see countless WE
groups, thinking together within the group, interacting,
overlapping, influencing each other (sometimes negatively,
inducing a dissenting dis‐cooperating process).

Unfamiliar ideas may tend to be unthinkable. So, there may
be some merit to persistence in reintroducing an idea until it
is not new. However, familiarity is surely not the only factor in
the decision, “Is this thinkable?” It looks from here as if the
particular person or persons who are promoting an idea is a
crucial factor... crucial in determining whether an idea is
accepted, ignored, disputed, accepted after consideration, or
accepted even if it is stupid or mean.

Yes, leaders exist. People with power exist. These are very
much in a position to direct (or try to direct) the collective
flow of thought. However:



These leaders and power people are PEOPLE. As such, they
are part of, and shaped by, the general human fields of
thought.



Ideas and Stuff

They DOES think collectively.
Folks are not a hive mind
More of a connive-mind..
People are not bees, I thought, hm mm....
Even those folks
Who are bugs
Are not.
How IS it done?
Testing and matching
Those colors of mind...
They -
Eases the thought out -
Just a little, non-committal -
Testing the think.
Outside the Klein bottle, some of us be,
squatting in a tree -

Still, of course, we are a part of it.
It's not dead.
A person -
A cell... each one dancing the system like a
tiny living world.

Of course I have been part of it
even when I was a child
running parkour with Curious George
through the ancient towered cities of Mars.



The damn butterfly..

Once upon a time

I thought a word.
I looked around and
No one heard.
I stomped my feet and I thought it again
And the stomp of my feet had startled a hen.
I threw an anvil in a lake,
Not a splash,
with not a quake.
I blinked at a butterfly, I waved at a feather.
In northern Afganistan it? changed the?
weather?
After that, I shouted a pome
And my dog just sniffed and walked off with a
bone.



Ideas and Stuff

Binary

I am concerned that the clear‐headedness we Sol 3 hominids
need at this time in history is being lost in damn stupid

binary thinking. (Binary: this mode of thinking assumes that
there are two possibilities ... either A is right or B is right.
One or the other.)
Suppose we have an important issue. We divide ourselves into
opposing groups. For instance—and remember one could re‐
verse the “pro” and “anti”: Anti folks tend to believe and
repeat almost anything that reinforces their belief that pro is
bad. Pro folks see a piece of misinformation repeated by anti
(quite possibly among valid concerns and correct informa‐
tion)... “THAT piece of anti stuff is wrong,” they think,
“therefore, we are RIGHT and they are WRONG.” Both sides
often fail to question their own stuff and to consider the oth‐



er guy's stuff. C'mon, folks, the issue is complex.
Binary thinking can lead to failure to look at the other side
intelligently. If they are sometimes bad and wrong this does
not prove that they are never good and right. If they are
wrong that does not prove that their human needs and pro‐
cesses are not valid.
An assumption that the other side is always the same and
bad—this can cause many people to overlook important dif‐
ferences in those they think of as the other.
Questioning our own positions is important. It is unfortunate if
dwelling on the other guy being bad undermines that. The
bad‐wrongness of the other guy does not make us innocent
and right.
Oh, and, let's not binary‐think the issue of binary thinking.
There will be a third, or a 3.14th point of view.

Hey, waddif.. what if people, as a group, can learn to be
smarter, so that the customs that govern people's thinking can
grow and change so as to make binary thinking less of a
problem.. see page 113.

Whaddif ... what if we were to encounter aliens1 from
somewhere or other, and a terrible conflict is averted at
the last moment when xcvrthz figures out the problem in
communication. On the third hand, sht says, the humans fail
to understand us because they evolved with that unfortu-
nate bilateral symmetry....... cut it out Caril.

I. See Aliens? page 124
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Us..

and they are some of
us.

In terms of ethnicity (not religion):
Shortly before I was born, my people‐
German—tried to exterminate my people‐
Jews. In my damn bones, I REALLY do not like the
business of regarding some people as other, as not‐us, as
those whose lives matter less than ours, as THEM.

Also... I was watching television news in a previous century.
Collateral damage: people weeping, shouting, gesturing
toward the camera ... pan in on the tiny body on the
stretcher.. pan in closer to see the dead Palestinian baby
girl.. O god that I don't believe in, I saw a dear Jewish baby,
my sister's daughter. And my heart tore and I will never for a
moment ever see the difficult situation in that part of the
world in terms of us and them.

It is too easy for people to think in terms of us‐and‐them. But
it is not necessary. It is, damn it, NOT necessary—for us to be
us—to pretend that some people are not us. It is in fact



pretend, because it involves a dishonest narrowing of our
awareness of the folks we “them.”

Please, please, fellow hominids of Sol 3, please, although it is
so easy for us to us‐and‐them, please let us be us.
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I hope our human collective thought process1 is working on
this one:

WHAT WORKS?

People too easily conclude:
Situation desperate, change vital, nothing else works, have to
resort to violent means of change. Unfortunate, I think, be‐
cause—for one thing—even when it is hollow, the threat that
people may resort to violence is a damned excuse to restrict
our freedom. Sometimes it is used to facilitate the
persecution of innocent people. Also, the use of violent means
by desperate people is likely to fail, to meet an armed
response from those who are very much better equipped for
violence. And of course violent revolution is all too likely to
result in thugs gaining power. And, I basically dislike violence
and don't want to hurt people.

So, what does work?

I am not looking for simple answers, here. I am looking for a
whole field of study.

How, in gentle determination, can people effect change?

1. See Thinking Collectively p. 113
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Do atheists pray? No. Yes. Maybe ...

It doesn't matter.

The no‐god thing is no big deal. The
absence of god would not smite one, were
one to pray.

There is no reason why a person who does
not believe should not use the prayers
learned in childhood as mantra, as words
that help.

I think of a scene from some probably‐not‐
very‐good movie, the subways filling with
magma, a guy carrying an injured man,
struggling to safety, reciting the
traditional Lords Prayer. Perhaps he did
not believe; maybe he used the words
learned in his childhood to act with
dignity and courage in a desperate
situation.

Personally, I don't pray. But I do reach for
hope, for the human hope‐beyond‐hope,
the hope one reaches for in times like
these, a burning core of prayer.
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Aliens?

We, evolved on earth, are at least distant kin with other
earth‐evolved creatures... say, the octopus. I would

expect that aliens, evolved elsewhere, maybe or maybe not
DNA based, would be alien. Since the universe is not small,
they might well not be here, as there are plenty of other
places for them to go.

There is a lot of interest in beings from elsewhere.. not
surprising at this particular time in history.1

On the one hand, the ultimate other... dislike, fear.
On the other hand, I know that some people want to believe
in aliens, often picturing them as a lot like us but better, and
hoping that they are here to help us, at this desperate time. A
primal mammalian response, perhaps, to reach for succor. The
wisdom of reaching our trembling arms to the universe,
crying, "Will you be my mommy?" —that I can't guess.
On the third hand, there is that good old joy in playing with
bad companions...
And, fascination with the damn strange...

1. Gee what if—could it be possible—what if this interest is
part of a process that also involves learning to include the
human other...
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Brooms?

So, why are brooms associated with
witches?

Witches: people, particularly women,
thought by somebody to have some power
that might scare somebody... Suppose
you are a woman—many generations
ago—alone or in the company of children.
Some man comes to your door. You attend
the door; you are holding a broom. Not an
unfriendly gesture, because brooms are
for sweeping the floor. So what if he
intends to rape you, or kill you, or your
daughter, or your granddaughter...

Suppose that defense were necessary.
Say, he goes heh heh heh and walks across
the room and grabs the little girl. Possibly,
if it were to come to that, you hit the bad
guy upside the head with the stout handle
of your broom.

Speculation, of course, is not necessarily
fact.
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Beside the Divide

Leaving aside, for now, "does‐god‐exist":
The word "god" is a way of expressing
certain human experiences, good, bad, and
complex. It is valid AS EXPERIENCE, whether
or not we believe in the terms used to
express it. I am not assuming that a deity is
involved. I find the human experience to be
much and enough.

For instance: In 1992, I visited the site of the
concentration camp at Dachau. The place is a
hole in the love of god. I do not believe in god.
Not‐necessarily‐existence does not invalidate the
statement. (A believer might argue that the love of god does
not have holes. The statement remains valid, describing my
experience.) During the same trip, I visited the cathedral at
Chartres. A sacred place. Again, I am talking experience, not
belief. (A believer might suspect that my experience was not
entirely subjective.)

Whether or not ?god, sacredness, spirit, etc. exist in any
objective sense, statements about such things can be
respected as expressions of human experience. And, note,
experiences that some may call holy are not denied to non‐
believers.
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Believers, those of my fellow people who
believe or practice a religion...

Please do not assume that those of us who do not believe in
God lack a vital part of being human. We are, I would say, as
likely as you folks to experience the great love and the great
awe. I would call it human experience.

Some individuals who I deeply love and respect are orthodox
Jews. I respect them because what they do is simply practice
their religion. They don't try to impose it on me. Folks, simply
practice your religion. If, for instance, that religion rejects
usury, or the eating of pork, or homosexuality, refrain from
doing the thing, state with simple dignity that you refrain
because of your religious practice.

I question the motives of people who are abusive in
condemning what they perceive as the sins of others. I



speculate: Perhaps they have some muddle‐headed feeling of
diverting the wrath of their god by pointing at other targets?
Or perhaps they hope that all the loud‐mouthed hypocrisy
will hide their own sins? (Perhaps I am underestimating the
dynamics of group‐think; I tend to make that mistake.)

If one harms no one and practises one's religion—that is well
worth respecting as a human choice and as human cus‐
tom—whether or not the god or whatever in question really
exists, or cares.

Major and minor bad nastiness has been done in the name of
religion. The Inquisition was not nice. Of course, the
Stalinists and others have proved that one does not need
religion to be a cruel abusive bullying shit. Or, a minor rude
jerk.

In my experience, kind loving believers and kind loving non‐
believers have very much more in common with each other
than they have in common with the unkind sorts.

Bottom line—we not‐believing people DO share your feelings
of human concern, believers, although we may not share the
belief that these feelings derive from a deity.
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Disbelievers...

We can damn well respect other people, if they are
honest and kind. (Note that this is about respect, not

deference, which is a different thing.) I respect a person's
human process, although it may be rooted in a belief I don't
pretend to share. Many people express their human core in
religious terms. If one were to say to these people, nayh nayh
doesn't exist, they would be likely to misunderstand, to think
that we do not share their deepest human experience. They
may conclude that we have god‐sized holes in our hearts. I
would say, perhaps, that I hear you; I do not believe; this is
how I experience the thing. When a belief causes harm, I
would say, I do not like the harm that this belief causes. One
can respect human culture, tradition, and experience.
Religion, belief, spiritual experience, etc. are human
experience and can be respected as such, without any pre‐
tense of belief.

Leave aside the question, does any sort of ?god exist. God, in
human experience, is EXPERIENCE, a range of human
experience that we may perhaps share, although we probably
call it something else. God‐the‐experience exists. People do
have experience that they identify as god. We can respect
human experience. Religion, belief are part of human culture.
I hope we can respect human culture when it is honest and
kind.
It is not written in the fabric of the universe that the hominids
of Sol 3 must never be mistaken. It would be nice if we could
be kind.
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Petty...

One notion—that I don't have the time of day
for, although I can't disprove it—is the concept

of ?god as a being who is petty. I could come up
with a science‐fiction scenario in which some deity
evolved in infinite multiverse to be the petty being
some people imagine god to be, but, CRAP.

The ?god I don't believe in is not petty.
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Regarding pronouns referring to god—“she”
“he” “it” ...

One might avoid the pronoun and just repeat the
word, thus:

“God, in god's infinite whatever ...”

Perhaps dropping the pronouns might help one
speak less glibly about ?god.
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In another sense..

The so‐called placebo effect
should be acknowledged as

important, should be respected and
used. The ability of one's mind to
help one feel better is a key aspect
of healing. It does not, I think,
necessarily depend on being silly or
fooled. I would like to see methods
of healing harness this resource
deliberately and wisely. To this end,

I am particularly interested in techniques such as healing
touch, which are often described in terms of "energy."

Note here that I am using the word “energy” to identify an
experience of human perception, the “feeling energy”
meaning of the word. “Energy”—as a physicist would use the
term, a property of physical systems, that can be converted
or transferred but not created or destroyed, measured in ergs
or joules—is another meaning of the word.

I have speculated: Some human perceptions have been called
spiritual, energy, or some such. These may to some extent be
perceptions—or, perhaps as often, imaginations— using senses
(perhaps primitive senses) that generally don't get much
attention. (What they are not: magnetic or electromagnetic
phenomena... as these are known to physics.)1

I am thinking about proprioception (our perception of our



bodies position in space) and also about that sense of
proximity that feels tactile, the feel on your skin when you
put your hand near your face, the sensation of something‐
near.2 I imagine in these senses, partly, in creating visual art.
I suspect that these sense perceptions may be particularly
effective in enabling placebo healing, because they are body‐
focused, because they might sneak behind the front of our
minds to bring into play our ability to feel better.

1. Of course it is not impossible that unknown factors come
into play. I don't know about that.
2. This perception is clear to me, but I am not assuming it is
reliable.
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Probably not..

Years ago, I helped to “start” a baby goat. A new goat plops
into the world as a slippery pile of long legs. Soon, it will

be tottering around, prodding and nuzzling its mother's sides,
finding a teat almost as if it knew what it were looking for. My
friend told me that she had a kid goat that was dying because
the doe had such a low droopy udder that the kid had not
been able to get hold of a teat. By the time she had
discovered the problem, the baby had given up, and it
wouldn't even try to suck on a teat that was placed in its



mouth. I said that I had some experience with that, and four
hands could be useful; I offered to help. The kid's flanks were
flat‐stuck‐together as a newborn's—obviously it hadn't
fed—and it was droopylimp and its eyes were dull. It would
not suck, so we kept giving it drops on a fingertip... only a
little interest. Abruptly something clicked and the kid began
to suck. We thrust a teat in its mouth, and it suckled with a
fury that can hardly be described. Energy flowed as if a dam
had broken. We watched the little animal's flanks fill out until
it had a nice round belly. Then, it went peacefully to sleep.

One might be tempted to jump to the conclusion that baby
animals arrive somewhat‐knowing what to do, as if they kind‐
of‐remember. Little goats play jump‐and‐butt, and I did not
notice them being shown how. When kid goats play with
piglets, they take turns, kid butts the piggy's round pink side,
piglet runs around to slip its baby snout under the kid's belly,
tosses the little goat in the air. Puppies have a natural
competence for tug‐and‐rrrr. Frogs and fish know how to carry
out their frog or fish responsibilities.

How? This sort of behavior is labelled instinct. A label is not an
explanation. An explanation does not necessarily fit all cases.

Some creatures, birds, for instance, show complicated
instinctive behaviors, that people sometimes refer to as
“hard‐wired.” Related species may have DIFFERENT
complicated instinctive behavior, so in these cases the hard‐
wiring would have had to evolve quite late their development.

So, learning? I wonder if, perhaps, some critters carry out



complicated teaching behavior that would explain some of
what appears to be instinctive behavior. That call does not cut
it for the brand new goat kid.

Note that I do not believe something just because I am not
satisfied with other explanations.

Here is an explanation I don't necessarily believe, that I have
no reason to assume is true just because I like it―
The idea occurred to me quite some time ago: If any psychic
phenomena were to exist1, if there really were some
fundamental connection from consciousness to consciousness,
in that case something resembling reincarnation might be a
reasonable explanation for instinct. (I say “something
resembling reincarnation” because I would guess that
whatever people interpret as reincarnation, if not simply
imagination, would be a larger and stranger whatever, a
manifestation of some putative connection between
consciousnesses.
Hey, waddif... Universes were to evolve and reproduce, in
some infinite multiverse, with—just suppose—evolutionary
advantage to those universes that encompassed some
transcendent medium for mind, because those might more
easily evolve ...something‐or‐other... ?gods.... beings that
would go on to cause groovy new universes to come into
being. (I am not assuming that such things would have
anything whatsoever in common with the ideas people have of
god or deity.)

While we are at it, hey whaddif (apropos the above) the
universal love, in addition to being a human perception, were



a manifestation of some real external phenomenon. A nifty
idea, but nifty does not make it so.

1. It is my understanding that experiments that purport to
reveal the existence of so‐called paranormal phenomena have
been claimed but not replicated, that the pattern has been
that somebody announces strong positive results, and then
someone else tries and fails to reproduce the results. Science
requires that experimental results be not only impressive but
also reproducible. Whaddif, a real phenomenon exists—
somehow involving consciousness, and therefore complex,
sneaky, and unpredictable—that evades the methods of
science. Experiments on such a damn thing might well fail to
replicate.
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If human experience were dense
enough, if enough were going on in

our process of living, and in our
notice, and our dreams, I would
expect that there would, by chance,
be striking coincidences. (This
because there would be so damn much
stuff to coincide.) Our experience is
dense. Does that explain those
particularly striking coincidences that
look to us so much like paranormal and
transcendent experiences? This is a

question. This is not a statement
intended to settle things, masquerading as

a question.
The coincidences.. some of these are how‐the‐hell‐could‐this‐
have‐happened‐by‐damn‐chance events. I am speculating that
even though the probability of any one of them happening
without some cause other than random chance may be close
to nil, the chance of SOMETHING damn strange arising by
random coincidence may be, perhaps, moderate. This does
not. of course, rule out the speculation that some instances
of—for instance, precognitive dreams—may turn out to indeed
have a cause that would surprise a lot of people.
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The ages..

Time is spooky shit. 1984 used to be the
future. The changes that the ‘now’ has
gone through, the close presence of two or
four decades before my birth— because
they were in my parents' time, because so
many artifacts of that early 20th century
were still hanging around when some of us
were young —sometimes I feel like some
strange being who has lived for centuries.

As a small child, I knew an unfortunate
model for ageing, an example I was
determined I would be nothing like, a
woman born in 1880, a Jewish girl from
Romania who was sent across the ocean
with a family who had offered to raise her
as one of their own—and instead used her as
servant or slave. When she grew old enough
to leave that situation, where, I imagine,
any physical weakness on her part would

have been spat on, she went on to marry and to raise a large
family in hard times, setting aside any weakness or illness
that might have afflicted her and carrying on with whatever
needed to be done, from her sense of duty, honor, and what is
right. No damn wonder that as an old woman she took a sour
glory in infirmity and decay, wore it as a badge of finally‐I‐
am‐entitled, of I‐have‐earned‐this. When I was a child, not at



all understanding, I was horrified and disgusted by her willful
decrepitude, her theatrical ill‐health, her meanness to her
mentally retarded daughter—who she treated as she had
herself been treated as a girl, I suppose. (Years later, my
father told me that I remind him of that woman, her courage,
he said. What I don't know...)

I have been fortunate to also have had a very, particularly,
unusually good model for ageing. More on that later.

The disrespect that elders meet with nowadays: Part of the
problem may be the adage, respect your elders.
Unfortunately, the phrase invokes an old‐fashioned deference‐
respect. Any call for deference may well meet with rebellion.
Speaking for myself, I don't like deference, I don't want
deference: I want mutual, one‐to‐one, person‐to‐person
respect.

Part of the reason for the elder‐disrespect we see may be the
20th century custom of mandatory retirement.
Mandatory retirement: why that? I suppose that the reasons
are complex.
After the wars, I suppose, it would have seemed like a good
idea to get rid of the old guys, to give their jobs to the
returning soldiers, partly out of appreciation for the veterans,
and perhaps, gawd knows what those guys we have trained to
shoot and kill will do if we don't get them working. Mandatory
retirement, as it became a part of social custom, fostered a
disparaging attitude toward older people.

There has been an assumption that inventive creativity is a



quality particularly of the young. This is in my experience a
misunderstanding, one that has, I think, been enabled by the
mastery trap. As one gets older one is expected to be a
master of what one does, not a beginner.. To innovate, one
must be of a mind to plunge into new territory, where one
does not have mastery.

The human body (which of course includes the brain) imposes
its state on us. Physical problems are real, may afflict us at
any age, and the probability may increase as we get older.
Nevertheless, with luck and determination one may perhaps
remain oneself. The world told me when I was a girl, just
damn dance to that damned old tune they sing to girls ... you
can't—you aren't—you shouldn't—you don't. I didn't accept it
then. Older people hear a similar tune. I won't live as if I were
unable, or waste whatever life I may yet have, just because of
what might at some time be a limitation for somebody.

That fog, sometimes it looms before the darkness. I have lost
several friends to dementias. The process of healthy ageing is,
I think, very different.

I say that the much slower process of healthy ageing is
different because I have seen this in the person of a great and
inspiring lady, in her late 90s as I write this. A person of
dignity, grace and intelligence, a healthy model for ageing,
she remains herself, my mother.

The self, I see from observing healthy ageing, is not a thing;
rather, the self is a process. As a brain slowly changes, in the



course of healthy ageing, the self may in the process create or
find a place for itself.

Again, respect for elders.. I propose this as a reinterpretation
of the old ‘respect’ your elders" meme:
Please respect each of us as the individual person we have
proved to be. What we have done still counts. To the extent
that we have been competent, we have earned the right to be
regarded as competent—and not incompetent— until proven
to be otherwise.
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Damned Fool

Not simply a damnfool, but a damned fool.





Strata and Crack
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Eve
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Paranoid on the Toilet
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Angel or Angle or Something
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Please, if it is not kind, or not smart, please don't

push..
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Color, shape and imaginary shapeshifting...

These damn drawings were done in the 1980's
and early 90's, and—two dimensional as they
are—they show, I think, a direction toward
sculpture. Shape, even in two dimensions,
shape is intrinsically sculptural.

The figures, including the ones that are
animals or that are people who may be
drastically different from me, I imagined less
in a visual than in an internal bodily sense,
that sense of physical position and presence
in the world. I continued that mode as my
focus shifted to working in wood. This
perhaps‐odd way of imagining has influenced
my thinking in other fields .. see p. 133
.
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Garment



Spirits?
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Underground
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Bug Eggs



I I..Eye
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Outside the Box

felt pen, pencil crayon, oil paint on water
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Dolphing



Watch Your Step
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Raving
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Eary Picture



Uncle





Yell
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Back in the workplace...



Sun?rise
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Bearing, Barely



Lucy?



A certain optimism...
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Fuk Pink
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Listen to the raindrops shouting, I am!
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